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QUESTION 1

When analyzing demand fulfillment, what are the three types of recommendations that users can review and accept for
expediting? (Choose three.) 

A. Expedite transfer orders 

B. Expedite make orders 

C. Expedite buy orders 

D. Expedite drop ship orders 

E. Expedite make to stock orders 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 2

You have executed Planning Data Collection and want to confirm that data has successfully been collected. Identify the
three data combinations that can be viewed using the Maintain Supply Network Model Page. (Choose three.) 

A. Customer Location and Carriers 

B. Safety Stock and Subinventories 

C. Sales Channel and Demand Class 

D. Calendar and Master Organization 

E. Supplier Site and Service Level 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 3

Which disaggregation methods are used for each of these measures: adjusted shipments forecast, target service level,
and shipments forecast? 

A. Adjusted shipments forecast uses measure, target service level uses same value, and shipments forecast uses self. 

B. Adjusted shipments forecast uses proportional, target service level uses same value, and shipments forecast uses
measure. 

C. Adjusted shipments forecast uses measure, target service level uses same value, and shipments forecast doesn\\'t
have any disaggregation method. 

D. Adjusted shipments forecast uses measure, target service level uses equal, and shipments forecast doesn\\'t have
any disaggregation method. 

E. Adjusted shipments forecast uses equal, target service level uses same value, and shipments forecast uses
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measure. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Should value in Adjusted Shipments Forecast measure always be equal to the Final Shipments Forecast measure? 

A. Yes, if the adjustment is made below the aggregation level at which it is viewed. 

B. Yes,if the adjustment is made at the same aggregation level at which itis viewed, or below. 

C. No, both measures will always be different. 

D. Yes,if the demand plan is approved and values are locked. 

E. Yes,if the demand plan hasn\\'t been run again after adjustment. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

As the planner, you have made some changes to a few of the specifications for items in your simulation sets. You would
like to run one of your existing Demand and Supply Plans that contains this simulation set to see how these changes
impact the plan. 

Which option shows the steps you must complete in order to ensure that when you run your existing Demand and
Supply plan, it contains your changes to the simulation set? 

A. When the Demand and Supply Plan is run, verify that \\'Recalculate Safety Stock\\' is selected in the Details section. 

B. You are only able to update one item attribute at a time. Since you have changed multiple attributes, you will be
unable to update and run this plan. 

C. When the Demand and Supply Plan is run, verify that \\'Refresh with current data\\' is selected in the Details section. 

D. No additional steps are necessary. Any plans that contain your simulation set will automatically be updated with the
changes. 

Correct Answer: C 
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